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Subject Bikini Booklet

I’ve read through the booklet and have’no major criticisms or suggestions
for improvement. The numbering of paragraphs is a good idea, but some
numbers are missing or in the wrong place.

P. 2 Definition for beta radiation. Delete “from the atom
it comes from”.

P. 3 The title for page 20 in the table of contents does not
agree with that for page 20.

P. 4 Delete “are set apart [distinct] because they” .
Paragraph 1
3rd line
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Enclosed is a at-aft of a book, “The K’ieaningof Radiatic,n at Bikini
Atoll ,“ prep~red for the Bikini people. ~~el,)ouldappl-eciate jlout- C)-itiCc31

review of this draft end yout- comments ~nd suggestions for improvements.
Pleese remember that we are trying to communicate in the h!arshallese
l~nguage which has a very limited technical vocabulary.

This book is somewhat more detailed then the Enewet6k book. This resulted
from a meeting with three Bikini people who asked that certain topics be
addressed. We have tried to accommodate their requests.

since t~j-s.Buck and two Mershallese will be in Richlend August 5-8 to
help with the final draft, we need your comments end suggestions as
~s possible. Thank you for your help.
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